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Guiding 
questions

Bottom line 
up front

• What is Russia’s grand strategy?
• Overcome the collapse of the USSR and get the 

US to view Russia as a great power

• What led to war against Ukraine in 2022?
• The threat of Ukrainian success in becoming a 

“normal” European country

• How is the war going and where might it 
lead?

• The war will last for a whilewe’re in a new 
era of international relations

• How will this war change the structure of 
international commodity markets?

• Europe is decoupling energy from Russia; the 
West accidentally created an energy cartel 



Russia’s Core 
Grievance: 

1989 vs. 1991



Russia’s Core 
Grievance
1989 vs. 1991
means a world 
without Russia

• No new Marshall Plan
• US recession defining 1992 election
• No big apology from the Russians  NATO/EU, not 

OSCE
• Unclear how much is enough  “Money has a way of 

disappearing in our country” – Gorbachev to James Baker, 
1989

• US focused on nonproliferation and ensuring 
continued Russian withdrawal from Europe



“Once upon a time, you 
woke up in a new 
country…”



The New Guy



Strategic goal: 
End American dominance

• Make the world look more 
like 1989 than 1991

• Limit the power of the West
• Return Russia to the upper 

echelon of great powers
• Create a new multipolar era of 

international relations



Russia’s Wars
1995-2015

• The lesson from Chechnya and 
Georgia to Crimea: everything is 
a special operation of 
increasing larger size

• Russian way of war
• Operate quickly
• Overwhelm regional rivals/ upstarts
• Apply indirect actions and strategies, 

especially on information operations to 
inhibit Western response

• Avoid large-scale or protracted conflict 
with better-armed adversary



What did Russia learn from 
America’s wars?



What are Russia’s political goals 
in Ukraine?

• Eliminate Ukraine as a “normal” European 
country because that would mark the end of 
Russia’s ability to reach its strategic goal

• Ukraine must do the following:
• Undergo complete “de-Nazification” (regime change for 

anyone who entered politics from ”Euromaidan” in 2014 
through the present)

• Submit to “demilitarization” that entails abandoning any weapons that 
threaten Russia

• Recognize territorial revision on Crimea, Donbas, and Sea of Azov

• NATO/US must do the following:
• Remove military infrastructure from states that were not members in 

1997 (i.e., all post-communist countries)
• Guarantee no new members (Ukraine, Finland, Sweden, etc.)
• Halt all activities in former Soviet Union
• Remove nuclear weapons from Europe



Why didn’t it work?

• Telegraphed a war for eight years generally and 
pursued concerted buildup for nearly a full year

• Pres. Biden kept “pre-bunking” their false flag 
attempts and opened information space to 
Ukrainians

• Strategy, operational concepts, logistics, and 
tactics all failed to cohere

• Weapons transfers to Ukrainians
• Broad sanctions regime catalyzed Russia’s 

deglobalization



Major military 
objectives and results



Sanctions regime limits 
Russia’s ability to advance as a 

modern economy

• Personal sanctions on all top 
people

• Aviation technology sanctions
• Nord Stream 2
• Bank sanctions (retail and 

development)
• Shipping and insurance 

sanctions and volatility
• Sovereign debt restrictions
• SWIFT expulsion
• Semiconductor export 

controls (final product rule)
• Central Bank of Russia, 

Ministry of Finance, National 
Wealth Fund; Belarus

• Oil/gas exports*
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Russian 
deglobalization

• At least half of FX reserves inaccessible 
(~$300B)

• Russian aviation industry largely 
curtailed

• No major shipping firms operate to/from 
Russia

• More than 1000 major commercial firms 
cut ties to Russia, including energy firms

• Nord Stream 2 officially bankrupt and EU 
utilizing crisis to phase out Russian gas 
and achieve climate goals

• Anticipated Chinese economic aid 
has not materialized
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Russian strategy 
going forward if they 
can’t win on the 
battlefield? 
• Create food insecurity civil instability in 

Global South  government instability 
migration flows to Europe

• Black Sea Grain Deal

• Create energy crisis
• Warm winter ensured stockpiles adequate
• EU aggressively decoupled 

• Create popular demand in Europe for 
“enough already” to limit Western support 
for Ukraine to lock in territorial gains

• Keep mobilizing the citizens so that 
Ukraine runs out of people first

• New NATO battlegroups and applicants



European energy 
market

• EU seized moment to decouple Europe from Russian energy
• Invasion framed as challenge to Europe
• Generational opportunity to reach climate goals
• Germany went along and ended 50+ years of Ostpolitik grand 

strategy

• Sanctions on entire Russian energy industry and export chain



International energy 
market

• Price caps ($60 per barrel crude; 
$100 for refined petroleum 
products; $45 for other refined 
products) are limiting revenue to 
Russia

• AND, they are being used 
effectively as price ceiling from 
China and India

• Revenue commodities are roughly 
45% of government income, so 
Russia cannot easily cut production



Any questions?
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